
studies. Findings resulting from the systematic review were context-
ualized with information collected from administrative databases,
clinical programdocumentation, and experiential data obtained from
rehabilitation professionals. Recommendations were elaborated
based on the aggregated data sources and informal deliberations by
a committee involving researchers and clinicians.
Results. Out of 5014 selected references, 14 studies examining
13 interventions which targeted social integration of themanagement
of PAS were included. Interventions with the strongest evidence base
are user-centered (i.e., support individual choices and personal
autonomy), individualized (i.e., considered individual needs and
characteristics), and educational (i.e., support the acquisition of
strategies and abilities). The evidence base was considered “emerging”
for interventions which are systemic in nature (i.e., relate to familial,
social, cultural, educational or professional environments), interdis-
ciplinary (i.e., involve clinicians with distinct training, competences
and expertise), and ecological (i.e., which involve interventions in
the client’s living settings). While additional research is necessary to
better support their efficacy, these interventions exhibited promis-
ing effects on various outcomes.
Conclusions. The analysis and synthesis of three streams of infor-
mation resulted in five clinical practice recommendations relating to
integration to school and productive activities, psychological adap-
tation, integration in living settings and independence, social life and
sense of belonging, and finally, use of PAS. Recommendations should
help support clinicians in rehabilitation settings.

PP05 Effect Modifiers In Indirect
Treatment Comparisons:
Guidance Is Needed To Ensure
An Unbiased Identification
In Decision-Making

Andreas Freitag (andreas.freitag@cytel.com),

Laura Gurskyte, Maria Rizzo and Grammati Sarri

Introduction. Unadjusted effect modifiers (EM) in indirect treat-
ment comparisons (ITC) can produce biased and uncertain results in
health technology assessments (HTA). Even though research on
advanced ITC methods to adjust for EMs has attracted much atten-
tion, less emphasis has been placed on how these EMs are identified
and assessed in the first place. This is surprising given the evidence-
based approach underpinning all analyses supporting HTAs. To
address this gap, our aim was to identify what HTA guidance exists
on the selection process for EMs, and how the selection of EMs has
been justified in the context of published ITCs.
Methods. A pragmatic review of HTA guidance documents was
conducted in 2021 to describe current requirements for the selection
of EMs for ITCs. A supplementary Embase and Medline search was
conducted to identify primary research on ITCs published between
2015-2021 presenting information on how EMs were selected to
inform these analyses.
Results. Our review found that guidance on this topic focusses on
developing and testing different methodologies to adjust for EMs.

No detailed guidance was identified in any of the reviewed HTAs,
although the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence
(NICE) briefly mentioned that companies should identify EMs
through a topical review or expert discussions. Similar findings were
also revealed through the database search; few published ITCs
included information on the EM selection process which was either
based on evidence highlighted in the literature or findings from prior
trial subgroup analyses. No reference to a systematic identification of
EMs was found.
Conclusions. To fill the guidance gap identified in our review an
extension of current ITC guidelines (including those from HTA
bodies) is needed, including (i) indication on how EMs should be
identified through systematic reviews, (ii) a quantitative assessment
of the EM distribution and (iii) formal expert elicitation prior to the
selection of ITCmethods.Without these additional steps, ITC results
may be biased, potentially negatively impacting decision-making and
ultimately patient care.

PP06 Clinical Effectiveness Of
Fluticasone Furoate Nasal Spray
For Perennial Allergic Rhinitis In
Children: A Systematic Review
And Meta-Analysis

Paola Andrea Rivera (p_rivera_ramirez@hotmail.com)

Introduction. Although previous studies suggest that fluticasone
furoate nasal spray (FFNS) is superior to placebo in reducing symp-
toms in adolescents and adults with allergic rhinitis (AR), there is still
uncertainty about its clinical effectiveness in the pediatric population.
The aim of this study was to assess the clinical effectiveness of FFNS,
compared with placebo, in reducing nasal symptoms in children with
perennial AR.
Methods. A systematic review was conducted of studies identified
from the MEDLINE and Embase databases that were published up
to January 2021. The population of interest was patients aged 2 to
12 years with perennial AR. Included studies were limited to ran-
domized controlled trials (RCTs) comparing FFNS (110 μg once
daily) with placebo. The outcomes of interest included the reflective
Total Nasal Symptom Score (rTNSS) and safety. Meta-analyses were
performed using RevMan 5.4. The Cohen’s guideline was used to
assess theminimum clinically important difference for rTNSS; that is,
if the pooled standardizedmean difference (SMD) and the lower limit
of the 95 percent confidence interval (CI) exceed -0.5, the treatment
effect was considered clinically significant.
Results. Three RCTs (959 pediatric patients) were included. One
study evaluated the short-term use of FFNS, one evaluated the long-
term use of FFNS, and the third evaluated both the short- and long-
term use of FFNS. FFNS produced a statistically significant reduction
in rTNSS (SMD -0.35, 95% CI -0.63, -0.08; p<0.001) relative to
placebo in the long-term treatment studies, but not in the short-
term studies. However, since the mean reduction did not reach the
minimum clinically important difference (SMD -0.5), these results
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